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Bristol Rhythm
& Roots Reunion
artist schedule
announced
By MARINA WATERS

mwaters@timesnews.net

JOE AVENTO

The Sandlot, the product of 18 years worth of work for Gray’s Vaughn Burgess, is scheduled to be the site of the preliminary games for the
upcoming Fun Fest Wiffle ball tournament. More teams are needed to sign up for the tournament, which is set to begin on Friday, July 16.

Gray man has built it.
Now, will the Fun Fest
teams come?
By JOE AVENTO

javento@timesnews.net

GRAY — In the woods behind Hales
Chapel Christian Church in Gray sits a
hidden gem, a small-scale ball field built
for the sole purpose of hosting Wiffle ball
games.
The Sandlot, as it is called, is the
product of 18 years worth of work for
Vaughn Burgess, who has played Wiffle
ball for 50 years.
“It’s been a dream of mine,” said
Burgess, who is planning on playing host
to the inaugural Fun Fest Wiffle ball tournament this month — if he can get enough
teams to register. “I played it, and I
thought if I built the right facility, I could
get people to come and enjoy the game.
They do when they get here.”

BRISTOL — Those waiting on the details on Bristol
Rhythm & Roots Reunion won’t have to wait any
longer.
The Bristol Birthplace of
Country Music Museum
released the artist schedule
for its 20th anniversary festival on Tuesday.
Headliners Tanya Tucker,
The SteelDrivers, Yola,
Amythyst Kiah and Hayes
Carll will perform on
Friday, Sept. 10.
Blackberry Smoke, The
Steel Woods and Dr. Dog
will play on Saturday, Sept.
11, and Town Mountain,
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Son Little, Rhonda Vincent The Rhythm & Roots Reunion
and Jason Isbell and the
poster was unveiled at
Tuesday’s press conference.
400 Unit will perform on
Sunday, Sept. 12.
The lineup was announced earlier this year after
the festival was canceled due to the pandemic in 2020.
For 2021, the festival’s music committee worked to
See REUNION RETURNS, Page A2

8-month-old found
dead in house fire
in Appalachia
JOE AVENTO

Above, Vaughn Burgess
gives a tour of the Wiffle
ball field behind his house
in Gray. Surrounded by
manicured landscaping,
his field of dreams has
outfield fences about 95
to 100 feet from home
plate. At left, some game
balls from key moments
in the 18-year history of
the Sandlot are on display
in a Hall of Fame of sorts
that is housed in a
building near the field.

THE FIELD
Burgess’ field of dreams sits in a
peaceful setting, surrounded by perfectly
manicured landscaping. The outfield
fences are anywhere from 95 to 100 feet
from home plate. The smooth infield grass
is surrounded by sandy base paths.
The question that comes to mind during
a brief tour of the Sandlot is, “Who
wouldn’t want to play here?”
That’s what Burgess hears most often
from those seeing the facility for the first
time. Everything is topnotch, and it seems
as if no detail has been left to chance.
See WIFFLE, Page A3

From staff reports

APPALACHIA — The Virginia State Police Bureau
of Criminal Investigation’s Wytheville Field Office is
investigating a fatal fire that occurred at a residence
in Wise County.
At 6:09 a.m. on Monday, the Appalachia Fire
Department responded to a residential fire in the 1300
block of Lower Exeter Road. A 30-year-old female and
3-year-old male were able to escape the burning residence. The adult female was transported to Lonesome
Pine Hospital, where she was treated for injuries sustained in the blaze and released.
Once the fire was extinguished, the remains of an
8-month-old female were discovered inside the residence, VSP spokeswoman Corinne Geller said in a
See FIRE, Page A2

Six months after Capitol riot, the hunt for attackers continues
More than 500 have been arrested; scores of suspects still being sought
By ALANNA DURKIN RICHER
and MICHAEL KUNZELMAN
Associated Press

The first waves of arrests in the
deadly siege at the U.S. Capitol
focused on the easy targets.
Dozens in the pro-Trump mob
openly bragged about their
actions on Jan. 6 on social media
and were captured in shocking
footage broadcast live by national
news outlets.
But six months after the insurrection, the Justice Department is
still hunting for scores of rioters,

INSIDE

even as the first of more than 500
people already arrested have
pleaded guilty. The struggle
reflects the massive scale of the
investigation and the grueling
work still ahead for authorities in
the face of an increasing effort by
some Republican lawmakers to
rewrite what happened that day.
In a statement Tuesday noting
the six-month anniversary of the
attack, President Joe Biden called
on “people of goodwill and
courage” — including Republicans
and Democrats — “to stand up to
the hate, the lies, and the
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extremism that led to this vicious
attack, including determining
what happened so that we can
remember it and not bury it
hoping we forget.”
Among those who still haven’t
been caught: the person who put
two pipe bombs outside the offices
of the Republican and Democratic
national committees the night
before the melee, as well as many
people accused of attacks on law
enforcement officers or violence
and threats against journalists.
See CAPITOL RIOT, Page A2

JOSE LUIS MAGANA

Rioters loyal to then-President Donald Trump are shown outside of the U.S.
Capitol building in this photo from Jan. 6.

Gymnast takes unusual path to Tokyo
Brody Malone insists there is nothing special about his origin story. His
parents signed him up for gymnastics when he was 3 because he couldn’t
— or more to the point, wouldn’t — sit still. “Typical,” Malone said in the
soft southern twang that betrays his Tennessee and Georgia roots. B1
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